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In their eye-opening novel, Pulitzer Prize winning journalists Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl 

WuDunn describe women as taking up “half the sky”. This strong statement for equality 

elucidates my support for women in the Selective Service.  

 After years of women’s liberation, the road has finally been opened for women in terms 

of combat. This is why I am perplexed by the sudden halt in progress when it comes to women 

being required to sign up for the draft. More importantly, the motive behind the original 

institution of this draft for only men illustrates deep seeded gender discrimination in the part of 

the institutors. The basis of their argument from the beginning is troubling, and it leaves me with 

a bad taste in my mouth. How can so many esteemed politicians and astute philosophers put in 

place such a restriction against women, a draft that is only for men? Even more alarming is the 

continued stronghold on these values and ideas, ones that have persevered through the countless 

fights for equality against gender bias. 

 Being an American woman, it is hard for me to stomach the fact that we have been 

secluded from such a crucial government institution. In fact, as a result of Selective Service, men 

get certain benefits from this government, such as employment and scholarships. This shows that 

women are indirectly deprived of this fundamental right. Many say that forcing women to sign 

up for the draft takes away the desires of some to remain an honorable civilian, me being one of 

these people. I do not want to wake up one day and be told that I have to go to war because 

truthfully, I would not want to go. But can we extend this same desire to men? In this case, what 



happens to the men that wish to stay a civilian, not a soldier? This question reveals the true 

reason behind employing only men for the draft: to provide them with extra benefits, not to 

protect the women at home. 

Another argument against women in the Selective Service is the possible physical 

incapability of women. This to me seems baseless when one looks at the millions of women in 

the labor force, working heavy labor jobs such as agriculture. Is it right to put women in these 

conditions all while saying they do not have the physical ability for war? This argument does not 

represent the tenets of democracy; instead it fosters the presence of hypocrisy. It leaves me 

wondering which values are truly practiced and not just preached and which ones are just masks 

to hide years of ongoing discrimination. 

 Many people think that the restriction on women is necessary so that while the men are at 

war, the women can keep the house and take care of the children. But this is taken for granted 

and only applied to Selective Service and not other aspects of life. For example, there are many 

households where both men and women work, and even some households where the women 

work while their husbands stay at home. This disconnect divulges a huge gap that is still 

widening in the United States today. 

 All in all, not requiring women to enroll in Selective Service is a blatant case of gender 

discrimination and a violation on fundamental rights. In the novel previously discussed, Kristof 

and WuDunn talk about turning “oppression to opportunity” in the case of women and their 

rights. In my opinion, including women in the process of Selective Service alongside men does 

just this, giving us the sky we so rightfully deserve. 


